Rise in joblessness among under-24s due to changing international environment, pandemic, and cyclical factors

By CHEN SI

China has been working to provide a more stable market, prioritizing job opportunities for young people. Many of them are struggling to find new positions, created by economic pressures and the influence of cyclical factors such as the number of college graduates.

Together with the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security recently released a policy designed to encourage employers to hire newly emerged and flexible jobseekers. Another employment campaign on June 6 aims to help college graduates find 10 million jobs for college graduates and registered unemployed youth. This latter campaign gives unemployed students who failed to do so because they lack will to work who are making efforts to find a steady or a flexible job, and it makes me happy and relaxed.
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I'm getting tired of so-called “modern life,” where I work 9 am to 9 pm six days a week. I earn money but I don’t have time to spend it,” said Sun Yinan, a 25-year-old community engagement engineer in Beijing, who is considering becoming a part-time street vendor to get her job back.

I’ve had a stall at night markets with my friends selling accessories and it makes me happy and relaxed.

I’m considering quitting, maybe buying new clothes. I don’t want to be a freelancer or a new media content creator. I still have a year to consider my future,” the 25-year-old said.

At a recent news conference in Beijing, Minister of Education Liu Jianguo said that young people have gradually changed their career outlook running a street stall.

We promote a positive career outlook through which young people understand society and create their own value through practice and employment,” he said.

Young are more tempted by flexible and newly emerged jobs

CHENG SI

Many young Chinese are considering the street vendor job as a flexible and newly emerged job at a time when employers are offering less-tempting payment due to changing international environment, pandemic, and cyclical factors.
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